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Create Content

Jetpack AI Assistant

The most powerful AI tool for WordPress

Turn your ideas into ready-to-publish content at lightspeed.

Elevate your content
Create Content

Ten Content Creation ideas for Beginners
creating more content ... 10 ideas for content creation ... Content Creation - it's a wide ... Embracing Your Niche in Content Creation ... Explore the importance of niche content creation. Provide examples

Create More Than You Consume 🌟
how to get started (or continue) with your content creation ... issues where I'll go deeper into topics such as content creation, audience growth and earning a living online

Aspirational Interviews with Entrepreneurs
article of Creator Central, my newsletter on content creation. I'm covering why you may want to start featuring ... weeks, you'll receive topical insights into content creation and how you can grow and monetise your audience

How to start a clothing brand for your startup (quick and easy)
article of Creator Central, my newsletter on content creation. I'm covering the often overwhelming topic
Create Content

Performance Expectations of Employees & Superiors

Setting Performance Standards
Create Content

High quality, ad-free video

0% of 1 TB of cloud video storage

Add new video

Your VideoPress library

1 Video
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Grow your audience

Jetpack Social

Publish once. Share everywhere.

Automatically share your website content to your favorite social media platforms, from one place.

Get Jetpack Social for free
Grow your audience

Write once, reach all

Transform your blog posts into newsletters to easily reach your subscribers.

Start for free

Grow your subscriber list and deliver your
Grow your audience

Nurture Contacts. Grow your Business.

Jetpack CRM has all of the tools you need to grow your business. It’s also modular, so you can customize it to suit your needs.

Get Started

All extensions for $17 a month.
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Earn from your content

Explore tools to earn money with your site.

Ads

Show ads on the first article on your home page or at the end of every page and post. Place additional ads at the top of your site and to any widget area to increase your earnings.

By activating ads, you agree to the Automattic Ads Terms of Service.

Enable ads and display an ad below each post

Display ads below posts on
- Front page
- Posts
- Pages
- Archives

Additional ad placements
Earn from your content

Buy me a coffee

Make a one-time donation

Choose an amount

- £5.00
- £15.00
- £100.00

Or enter a custom amount

- £30.00
Earn from your content

Paid content

Subscribe to get access.

Read more of this content when you subscribe today.

Subscribe  Log in
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Protect your site
Protect your site

Don’t worry about a thing

The last Jetpack scan ran 9 hours ago and everything looked great. Run a manual scan now or wait for Jetpack to scan your site later today.

Scan now

How did we do?

Are you happy with Jetpack Scan? Leave us a review and help spread the word.
Protect your site

Jetpack Akismet Anti-spam

Stop comment and form spam

Automatically clear spam from comments and forms. Save time, get more responses, give your visitors a better experience – all without lifting a finger.

Get Akismet Anti-spam

Try it for only $4.95 per month
Alert: Mike Stott appears to be offline or unresponsive

Jetpack Support <no-reply@jetpack.com>
to michael.stott

Your site appears to be down

mikesstott.me did not load when Jetpack Monitor last checked on it.

What's happening?

Your site is responding intermittently, or extremely slowly. This can indicate an overloaded, under-powered, or misconfigured server. Your site is probably loading for some users, but not for everyone.

Error reference: 227549196/intermittent

What should you do now?

Start by visiting your site to see if you're able to load it. Jetpack Monitor may have just recorded a momentary glitch that's since been resolved.
Bonuses: Performance matters

The easiest speed optimization plugin for WordPress

Jetpack Boost gives your site the same performance advantages as the world's leading websites, no developer required.

Boost your site for free
Bonus: Performance matters
Jetpack is everything?!

Jetpack is the complete switch knife. It is now certain that Jetpack does not slow down the site. If you want to do many things like security, backup, and email marketing with a single plugin, jetpack is the best alternative.

Ahmet Akdel
Recommendations

Would you like Related Posts to display at the bottom of your content?

Displaying Related Posts at the end of your content keeps visitors engaged and on your site. Learn more

Enable Related Posts

Not now
Modules
Settings

Jetpack

Security  Performance  Writing  Sharing  Discussion  Traffic  Newsletter  Monetize

Your site is protected by Jetpack. You’ll be notified if anything needs attention.

Backups and security scanning

Active
Your site is connected to Jetpack Backup and Scan.

Downtime monitoring

Get alerts if your site goes offline. Alerts are sent to your WordPress.com account. Email address.

Anti-spam

Your site is protected from spam.
Individual plugins

Jetpack – WP Security, Backup, Speed, & Growth

Improve your WP security with powerful one-click tools like backup, WAF, and malware scan. Includes free tools like stats, CDN and social sharing.

Automattic

| 4+ million active installations | Tested with 6.5.3 |

Jetpack Boost – Website Speed, Performance and Critical CSS

Speed up your WordPress site by optimizing page performance with Jetpack Boost. Easily activate one-click optimizations to boost your Core Web Vitals.

Automattic – Jetpack Site Speed team

| 300,000+ active installations | Tested with 6.5.3 |

Jetpack VideoPress

The finest video hosting for WordPress. Drag and drop videos through the WordPress editor and keep the focus on your content, not the ads.

Automattic – Jetpack Video team

| 5,000+ active installations | Tested with 6.5.3 |

Jetpack VaultPress Backup

Save each change and get back online fast with one-click restores. The most proven WordPress backup plugin with over 270 million backups.

Automattic – Jetpack Backup team

| 9,000+ active installations | Tested with 6.5.3 |
Individual plugins

Jetpack Social

Write once, publish everywhere. Reach your target audience by sharing your content with Jetpack Social!

Automatic – Jetpack Social team

20,000+ active installations

Tested with 6.5.3

Jetpack Protect

Free daily malware scanning and WordPress site security. Jetpack Protect leverages the extensive database of WPScan, an Automattic brand, that has over ...

Automatic – Jetpack Security team

100,000+ active installations

Tested with 6.5.3

Jetpack CRM – Clients, Leads, Invoices, Billing, Email Marketing, & Automation

The CRM for small businesses. Manage leads, invoicing, billing, email marketing, clients, contacts, quotes, automation. Works with WooCommerce too.

Automatic – Jetpack CRM team

40,000+ active installations

Tested with 6.5.3

Jetpack Search

Easily add cloud-powered instant search and filters to your website or WooCommerce store with advanced algorithms that boost your search results based ...

Automatic – Jetpack Search team

5,000+ active installations

Tested with 6.5.3
What does Jetpack Cost

Bundle and save

**Security**
US$9.95 per month for the first year, then US$19.99 per month, or US$19.95 per month billed yearly

Save US$19.90/mo vs buying individually

This bundle includes:
- VaultPress Backup (10GB)
- Scan
- Akismet Anti-spam (10k API calls/mo)

More about Security

Get

**Complete**
US$24.95 per month for the first year, then US$49.99 per month, or US$49.95 per month billed yearly

Save US$123.28/mo vs buying individually

Get the full Jetpack suite with real-time security tools, improved site performance, and tools to grow your business.

More about Complete

Get

Products

**AI**
US$8.33 per month, billed yearly

Experience the ease of crafting content with intuitive and powerful AI.
More about AI

Get

**VaultPress Backup**
US$4.95 per month for the first year, then US$9.99 per month billed yearly

Real-time cloud backups with one-click restores. Starts with 10GB.

Get

Extra 10% OFF for the next 48 hours
Jetpack Demo
Questions